Modul 08-EH-1-A1: Archaeology 1

• 08-EH-1-A1-1  Introduction to European Prehistoric Archaeology
  • Thursday 16-18, FVG M2010
  • Exam (3 ECTS)

• 08-EH-1-A1-2  Methods of European Prehistoric Archaeology
  • Seminar blocked 11th – 16th February 2019, 9-16 h mostly not in the university
  • Trip to the megalithic graves in Wildeshausen, burial ground at Pestrup, survey in Bremen, visit of Landesarchäologie Bremen and Focke-Museum Bremen)
  • Records (6 ECTS)
Introduction to European Prehistoric Archaeology

Prof. Dr. Uta Halle
Beginning: Thursday 18th October 16-18 Uhr

Different tools

- Lithic axe
- Hand axe
- Helmet
- Jug
- Fragment of an aircraft
Different forms of graves

- Tomb in the Shanidar cave
- Megalithic tomb in Meyenburg
- Tumulus in Stühren
- Churchyard in Bremen
- Churchyard in Lesum
Different forms of settlements

Le Moustier/F: rock-shelter

Pennigbüttel/D ground plan

Bremen-/Bockhorn/D settlement?

Bremen/D settlement reconstruction

Bremen/D settlement
Different excavation materials

- Human bones (Neanderthal man)
- Rock painting
- Stone tools
- Iron helmet with tin
- Part of a wooden dewatering mill
Seminar: Methods of European Prehistoric Archaeology
11.-16.02.2019

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Excavation

Geomagnetic mapping

Excavation

HDAR: Laser detection and ranging

Geoelectric, Electric Resistivity Tomography (ERT)
Some pictures from the seminar „Methods“ in the winter term 2017-18

Excursion to Wildeshausen and the burial ground near Pestrup

Learning measurements in Blumenthal

Learning with human bones and findings at Landesarchäologie Bremen